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histories, both in meeter and prose, Songes, Sonets, Epigrams and
Epistles, of diueise matter and in diuerse manner. With sundry
other deuises, no lesse pithye then plcasaunt and profitable."
Boccaccio, Straparola, Bandello, and Giraldi Cinthio are among the
sources. The Rocke of Regard is divided into four parts—u The
Castle of Delight, the Garden of Unthnftincsse, the Arbour of
Vertue, and the Orchard of Repentance : wherein are discoursed
the miseries that followe dicing, the mischeifes of quarrelling, the
fall of prodigalitie," One poem, in the first pait, is a complaint by
the Countess of Celant at the hour of her beheading, and her story
is related in prose in the next book.
Whetstone's collection of prose stones also presents itself in an "An
ethical guise.  An Heptameron of Chill Discourses (I582),1 which, HgPta~
like the Heptameron of Marguerite d'Angouleme, has a dramatic £*^//
framework, sets forth " The Christmasse Exercise of suiidrie well £>,>
Courted Gentlemen and Gentlewomen" who are supposed to \>Qcouttes"
discussing marital questions. In the bi ief summary of the arguments
handled in these seven days and one night's pleasures, the follow-
ing are the heads enumerated .   " Of the difference between the
married state and the single life" ;  "Of the inconvenience of
forced marriages" ; "Of the inconveniences of rash marriages"—
which topics are debated with illustrative stones on the first three
days; " Other inconveniences" taking three more days, and "The
excellency of marriage," occupying the last.   Whetstone quotes
learned opinions, especially from Plato, and diaws many examples
from life and history. Promos and Cassandra appears here as a prose
tale, from Phyloxenus—that is, Cinthio; Shakespeare no doubt
read both this and the play. Whetstone cannot be acquitted of some
originality.   Some of the tales in the Roike of Regard^ and several
in the later set, though attributed to Dr Mossenigo and other
mysterious people, are probably of his own invention.  Mention is
not irrelevant here of his piose treatise, A Mir tout for Magestrates
of Cyties (1584), which is a survey of shady London life, full of
unsavoury detail, especially in the " Addition or a Touchstone for
the Time," which was inseitcd in the reprint that quickly followed.
1 The hook icapptMred in 1593 under the title Anrsha^ TJie Paragon of Pleasure
and Pnncely delights, . Containing The seuen dayes Solace (in Chnstmas Holy-dayes) of
Mtdwa Aur&lia^ Quoetie of the ChiMmas Pastimes,

